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INTRODUCTION 
The classification of the locally compact nondiscrete fields is by now a 
classical result. (See [4], [11]; th e results are summarized at the beginning 
of Section IV of this paper.) One of the puzzling aspects of this classification 
is the meaning of the hypothesis of nondiscreteness. Now, any field is locally 
compact in the discrete topology, so that it is obvious that this hypothesis has 
a practical significance, for one can hardly expect a classification of all 
fields. 
If one attempts to extend the classification problem from fields to locally 
compact rings it is soon apparent that a hypothesis of nondiscreteness is 
insufficient. Namely, suppose that A is a nondiscrete locally compact ring 
and B is a discrete ring. Then the Cartesian product C = A x B is not 
discrete, and would therefore belong to a classification of nondiscrete locally 
compact rings. But B is a factor ring of C by a closed ideal, and hence the 
discrete ring B would also belong to the special class of rings, for, any 
satisfactory classification of locally compact rings should also include the 
factor rings modulo closed ideals. 
A field has only one proper ideal, the zero ideal. To say that the field is not 
discrete is the same as to say that its only proper ideal is not open. In this 
paper we take as the substitute for nondiscreteness the hypothesis that the 
ring has no proper open ideals. In the case of locally compact commutative 
rings, coupling this hypothesis with semi-simplicity enables us to classify all 
such rings. (Theorem 4.1 and Corollary 3.3.) As we show by an example 
at the end of Section IV, the noncommutative case is of an entirely different 
nature. (An analysis of the noncommutative rings is to be the subject of 
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another publication.) Our description of this special class of rings shows 
that these rings all have an arithmetic significance. 
One application of the structure theorem for the special class of rings under 
study is a characterization of the ring of addles associated to an algebraic 
number field or function field of dimension one with finite field of constants 
(Section V). If K is such a field, its ring of addles A, is constructed from the 
set of all completions of K in a very explicit manner. It is well known that 
A, is a ring of the type under study here; in Theorem 5.1 we characterize A, 
by means of a universal mapping property. 
In all that follows, rings are assumed to have unit elements, and ring 
homomorphisms are assumed to carry the unit element of the first into that 
of the second. If the ring under consideration is a topological ring, then the 
term module is to mean topological module. 
I. GENERALITIES 
We begin by considering various disconnected facts, mostly of an elemen- 
tary nature, which will be used in the body of this paper. It will be con- 
venient to have these facts collected in one place, to be referred to as 
needed. 
To begin, we consider a property of continuous functions. 
PROPOSITION. 1.1. Let X, Y, .Z be topological spaces, f  : X x Y---f Z 
a continuous map. Let C be a compact subspace of X and Wan open subspace of 
2. Then the set U of y  E Y for which f  (x, y) E W for all x E C is open. 
Proof. If U is empty, then it is certainly open; we suppose from now on 
that U is nonempty. Let y be a fixed element of U and let x be in C. The 
continuity off assures the existence of an open set M, of X containing x, 
and an open set N, of Y containing y such that f(M, x N,) C W. With y 
kept fixed, the family {Mz} is an open covering of the compact space C, so 
that C is already covered by a finite subfamily, say MS. , --a, Mz, . It is now 
clear that N = Nz, n a** n N, is open, 
in U. Thus, U is open as asse;ted. 
contains y and is entirely contained 
The result just proved will be applied principally to the case where X is 
a topological ring and Y = 2 is a (topological) module over X (or at times 
where Y is the ring, and X = 2 the module). In either case, f  is the map 
describing the ring operation on the module. 
If A is a topological ring, multiplication by an element of A is a continuous 
endomorphism of the underlying additive group of A. Through this obser- 
vation, we may consider A topologized by the compact-open topology arising 
from the given topology of the additive group of A. If A is locally compact, 
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then Proposition 1.1 shows that this compact-open topology is the same as 
the given topology. 
Our interest will mainly center around topological rings having no proper 
open ideals. We shall see later that such a hypothesis on a ring is very strong; 
here we confine ourselves to some generalities about rings of this type. 
PROPOSITION. 1.2. Let A be a topological ring. Then, the following conditions 
are equivalent. 
(a) A has no proper open left ideals. 
(b) A has no nonzero discrete left modules. 
(b’) If M is a left A-module, then M has no proper open submodules. 
(c) A has no nonzero compact right modules. 
Proof. I f  I is an open left ideal, then A/I is a discrete left module. This 
shows that (b) implies (a). I f  M is a nonzero discrete left A-module, and m is 
a nonzero element of M, the annihilator I of m, namely the set of x E A for 
which xm = 0, is an open left ideal and distinct from A because m # 0. 
Thus (a) implies (b). 
I f  M is a discrete left A-module, then a, the character group of the under- 
lying additive group of M, is compact. Furthermore, &! is naturally a right 
A-module through the composition (#x)(m) = #(xm), where m E M, x E A, 
1c, E ii?. Similarly, a compact right A-module gives rise through group duality 
to a discrete left A-module. Thus (b) and ( c are equivalent. Finally, (b) and ) 
(b’) are obviously equivalent. 
A second property of rings without open ideals which will find frequent 
application is the following. 
PROPOSITION. 1.3. Let A be a topological ring with no proper open left i&al, 
let M be a left A-module, and let H be an open neighborhood of 0 in M. Then H 
is a “determining subset” of M, in the following sense: if N is an A-submodule 
of M, then A(H n N) = N. 
Proof. A(H n N) is an open submodule of N, hence by Proposition 
1.2(b’), A(H n N) = N. 
We conclude this section with an observation about compact fields. 
Suppose D is a division algebra which is at the same time a compact ring 
(namely, no assumption is made about the continuity of division). Then D is 
a compact right module over itself, so that by Proposition 1.2, D has a proper 
open left ideal. But because D is a division ring, the only proper ideal in D 
is {0}, and hence D is discrete. Combining the discreteness with the compact- 
ness of D, we conclude that D is finite (and hence also commutative). 
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II. COMPACT RINGS 
The main result of this section concerning the structure of a compact 
commutative ring was first proved by Kaplansky (see p. 166 of [5]). We 
include our own proof partly to make this paper self-contained, partly because 
our proof is simpler, and partly to provide the setting for the partial results 
we have been able to prove about noncommutative compact rings. 
Let R be a compact ring, not necessarily commutative, but as always with 
a unit element. We start by showing that R is totally disconnected. Form 
R, the character group of the additive group of R, which we consider as a left 
R-module through the operation (x+)(y) = $(yx), where X, y E R and # E R. 
Let D be the connected component of 0 in R, and let 16 be any element of R. 
Then D# = {dt,h 1 d E D} is a continuous image of D and is therefore 
connected, while R is discrete. Hence Da,b = 0. But (d+)(l) = G(d), so that 
$(D) = 0 for all characters 4 E R. Thus D = 0, and R is totally disconnected. 
Because R is totally disconnected, R has a fundamental system of neigh- 
borhoods of 0 consisting of open subgroups (see [9], p. 56). Let H be such 
an open subgroup and let I = {x E R ] Rx C H). Then I is clearly a left ideal 
in R, I is open by Proposition 1.1, and finally I C H. Thus, R has a 
fundamental system of neighborhoods of 0 which consist of open left ideals. 
(Similarly, such neighborhoods exist which are open right ideals, or open 
two-sided ideals.) Since an open ideal is also closed, clearly R has closed 
ideals. 
Let I be a proper closed left ideal in R and let I/ E R be a nonzero character 
which is trivial in I. (The assumption that I is closed and different from R 
assures the existence of such a character.) Consider R as a left R-module; 
then RI/I is a continuous image of the compact space R in the discrete space R, 
and therefore Ra,h is finite. If N denotes the annihilator of (Ir in R, i.e., 
N = (x E R 1 x4 = 0}, then N is a proper open left ideal and N contains I. 
Any left ideal which contains N is still open, hence closed, and thus we con- 
clude that a proper closed left ideal of R is contained in an open maximal left 
ideal. Moreover, if R is commutative, a maximal closed ideal is open (because 
a compact field is finite). (Further remarks about the noncommutative case 
will be made at the end of this section.) 
From now on till after the proof of the main theorem of this section, R 
will stand for a compact commutative ring. If P is a closed maximal ideal, we 
consider the set L(P) of ideals I having the following properties: 
(1) I is a closed ideal. 
(2) ICP. 
(3) R/I is a local ring (not necessarily noetherian) with P/I as its maximal 
ideal. Clearly P is itself in the set L(P). 
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The condition that R/I is a local ring may be expressed simply as follows: 
if x E R, then either x E P or Rx + I = R. Expressing condition (3) in this 
form shows immediately that the intersection of a finite number of ideals of 
the set L(P) is again in the set L(P). Actually much more is true. 
PROPOSITION. 2 1. The intersection of all ideals in the set L(P) is also in L(P). 
Proof. Denote by 1, the intersection of all ideals in the set L(P). Let 
x be an element of R not in P; we must prove the existence of an element t 
in R such that 1 - tx E Is . I f  I is in L(P), there is ay E R such that 1 - yx E I. 
Furthermore, the set of all such y  consists of a single coset mod I. Denote 
by C(l) the set y  + I where y  is chosen as above. Then C(1) is a closed subset 
of R. I f  Ir , ~4. , & are in L(P), then I1 n *a. n 1, is also in L(P), which implies 
that C(1,) n -.a n C&J is nonempty. Thus {C(I)) is a collection of closed 
subsets of the compact space R which have the finite intersection property, 
and consequently the intersection of all the C(I) is nonempty. If  t is any 
element common to all the sets C(I), then 1 - tx E I for every 1 in L(P), and 
hence also 1 - tx ~1~. Thus IO E L(P) which completes the proof of the 
proposition. 
For an application shortly to arise, we note that whenever I and I’ are in 
L(P), then II’ will have properties (2) and (3) in the definition of L(P). In 
general, II’ will not be closed, but if it is closed then we may conclude that 
N’ is also in L(P). 
We denote by J(P) the intersection of all ideals in the family L(P). Because 
J(P) is also in L(P) we know that R/J(P) is a local ring (possibly not 
noetherian), and furthermore it is the “largest” local factor ring of R in which 
the image of P is the maximal ideal. 
LEMMA 2.2. The map R--f n R/J(P) (P ranging over the closed maximal 
ideals of R) is an epimorphism. 
Proof. Since R/J(P) is a local ring, there is exactly one maximal ideal 
of R which contains J(P), and that is P itself. I f  Pl and P2 are different closed 
maximal ideals, then J(P,) + J(P,) must be R itself, because this ideal is 
not contained in any maximal ideal. Thus, we may apply the Chinese 
remainder theorem to conclude that the map R -+ n R/ J(Pi) is an epi- 
morphism for any finite family {Pi} of closed maximal ideals. But this implies 
that the image of R in n R/J(P) is everywhere dense. Since R is compact, 
the image is also closed and hence the map is an epimorphism. 
Let PO be a closed maximal ideal of R. According to the previous lemma, 
there is an element d E J(P,,) such that d - 1 E J(P) for all P # P,, . 
LEMMA 2.3. J(P,) = Rd. 
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Proof. Clearly Rd C /(PO). F ur th ermore, Rd is a continuous image of the 
compact ring, so that Rd is a closed ideal. If Rd # j(P,,), the minimality of 
J(P,,) implies that R/Rd is not a local ring, or equivalently that there is an 
element x E R with x $ P, and Rx + Rd # R. Now, both Rx and Rd are 
compact ideals (being continuous images of the compact ring R) and hence 
Rx + Rd is also compact, therefore closed. Hence, if Rx + Rd is a proper 
ideal, it is contained in a closed maximal ideal. However, PO is the only closed 
maximal ideal which contains d (because for P # P, we have d - 1 E J(P) C P), 
while x is not in P,, . Thus Rx + Rd = R and indeed RIRd is a local ring, 
from which we conclude that Rd = J(P,J. 
Continuing with the same notation, we observe that P,,J(P,,) = Pod is a 
closed ideal (being the continuous image of the compact ideal P,,), and, 
therefore, by an earlier remark, we conclude that P,,d is in L(P,,). But Pod is 
contained in J(P,,), so that Pod = J(P,,) = Rd. Thus, there is an element 
p E P, such that d = pd or (1 - p)d = 0, and therefore (I - p)J(P,) = 0. 
Since 1 - p $ P,, , there is an element t E R and an element e(PJ E J(P,) 
such that 1 = t(1 - p) + e(PJ. S ince 1 -p annihilates every element of 
J(P,,), it annihilates in particular e(P,), from which we find e(Po) = e(P,J2. 
For the same reason we also have d = de(P,). Thus, J(P,) = Rd = Re(P,) 
and e(P,,) is an idempotent. For future reference we list this conclusion as 
a proposition. 
PROPOSITION 2.4. J(P) = Re(P), e(P) = e(P)“. 
We have already seen that the map R + n R/J(P) is an epimorphism. 
The kernel of the map is the intersection of all the ideals J(P), and we may 
characterize the kernel as the set of all x E R for which we have xc(P) = x 
for every P. Equivalently, the kernei of the map is the annihilator of the ideal 
C (1 - @)P. 
LEMMA 2.5. The ideal C (1 - e(P))R is everywhere dense. 
Proof. If the ideal were not everywhere dense it would be contained in 
some closed maximal ideal, say P. But 1 - e(P) is not contained in P, and 
hence C (1 - e(P))R is contained in no closed maximal ideal. 
Knowing that C (1 - e(P))R is everywhere dense, we also know that its 
annihilator is 0. Thus we have arrived at the main result of this section. 
THEOREM 2.6. A compact commutative ring R is isomurphic with the 
product n R/J(P) of local rings. 
We turn now to the noncommutative case, assuming still that R is compact. 
Suppose that P is a closed maximal left ideal. Then R/P is a simple left 
R-module. The character group of R/P is discrete and is a right R-module. 
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The simplicity of R/P and the discreteness of (R/P)  ^ combine to imply that 
(R/P)  ^ is again a simple module. In particular, (R/P)  ^ is a cyclic R-module 
and is therefore compact. Being discrete, (R/P)  ^ is therefore finite, so also 
is R/P (and hence P is open). Let I be the largest two-sided ideal in P; namely, 
I is the annihilator of the module R/P so that in any case, I is closed. Since 
RIP is a finite faithful R/I-module, R/I is also finite and thus I is open. 
Because R/I is a finite ring, certainly the descending chain condition holds, 
and therefore R/I is a simple ring, that is, a full matrix algebra over a division 
ring. But this division ring is also finite, so it is in fact a finite field (the center 
of R/I). Denoting for the moment by k the center of R/I, we know that k is a 
finite field, that R/P is a finite dimensional vector space over k, say of 
dimension ~1, and that R/I is the ring of 11 x n matrices over k. From the fact 
that R/I is a simple ring, we infer that I is maximal in the set of all two-sided 
ideals in R. Furthermore, we may select n closed maximal left ideals P, , e-e, P,, 
all containing I and such that the map R + n RIPi is an epimorphism having 
I as kernel. Here the noncommutative case is distinguished from the commu- 
tative in that the ideals Pi are not in general two-sided so that R/P, is not 
a ring but is merely a left R-module. Furthermore, the map R -+ 17 R/P, 
is an R-module map (not in any sense a ring homomorphism). 
Suppose now that I is a maximal closed two-sided ideal. Then, through 
the intermediary of a maximal closed left ideal which contains I, we conclude 
that R/Z is a full-matrix algebra over a finite field, etc. 
I f  A is a ring, we call a left A-module M a locaY module if M contains a 
proper submodule MO which, in turn, contains every proper submodule of M. 
Equivalently, MO # M and if x E M, either x E M, or Ax = M. Clearly MO 
must be a maximal submodule. If  M is a local A-module, then M is cyclic, 
generated by an arbitrarily chosen element of M not in MO . Another way of 
expressing this is to say that there exists an epimorphism from A to M, its 
kernel is clearly contained in the inverse image of MO , and that inverse image 
is a maximal left ideal. 
We return to the compact ring R. Let P be a closed maximal .left ideal. 
As in the commutative case, we denote by L(P) the set of closed ideals I which 
are contained in P and such that R/I is a local R-module. Clearly P EL(P). 
Unlike the commutative case, the intersection of all ideals in L(P) need no 
longer be in L(P). However, Zorn’s lemma is applicable to the family L(P) 
and L(P) has minimal elements. In general there may be distinct minimal 
elements. 
Let I be a closed maximal two-sided ideal of R. Then R/I is the ring of 
n x n matrices over a finite field. Let Pl , .d-, P,, be closed maximal left 
ideals which contain I for which we have Pl n ... n P,, = I. Then it is 
possible to choose minimal elements J(PJ EL(P~) such that, among others, 
J(PJ is generated as a left ideal by an idempotent. Furthermore, these may be 
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chosen so that the map R --+ n, lJIi R/J(P,), with I ranging over the closed 
maximal two-sided ideals and {Pi} chosen as above, is an isomorphism. Thus, 
the analogue of Theorem 2.6 asserts that R viewed as a left-module for itself 
is isomorphic to the Cartesian product of (compact) local R-modules. In 
general, as Kaplansky has already observed ([5], p. 157), a compact non- 
commutative ring cannot be decomposed as a product of local rings; its 
decomposition as a product of local modules is the closest analogue of 
Theorem 2.6 which is possible in the general case of a compact ring. 
III. LOCAL DIRECT PRODUCTS 
Let {Gi} be a collection of locally compact groups and, for each i, let Hg 
be a subgroup of Gi which is either Gi itself or else is a compact open subgroup 
of Gi. Suppose furthermore that Hi is a compact open subgroup for all 
except a finite number of i. 
Form the Cartesian product n Gi and consider the subset fl {Gi ; Hi} 
consisting of those elements g = (gt) E n Gi with the property that gi E Hi 
for all but a finite set of i. The set n {Gi ; Hi} thus formed is clearly a sub- 
group of fl Gi and, in addition, contains n Hi as’a subgroup. 
Since all of the Hi are locally compact, and all but a finite number are 
compact, the product topology on n Hi gives this group the structure of a 
locally compact group. We topologize n {Gi ; Hi} by taking as a fundamental 
system of neighborhoods of the neutral element of n {Gi ; Hi} the neighbor- 
hoods of the neutral element in n Hi . With this topology, n {Gi ; Hi} is 
also a locally compact group and n Hi is an open subgroup. 
n {Gi ; Hi) with the topology just described is called the local direct 
product or restricted product of the groups {GJ with respect to the subgroups 
{Hi}. (A complete discussion of the main properties of the formation of local 
direct products may be found for example in Braconnier [I].) The coordinate 
map n Gi + Gi when restricted to n {Gi ; Hi} maps the latter onto Gi 
and is a continuous open map. If  (H’i} is another family of subgroups of the 
(Gi} satisfying the same restriction as (Hi} and is such that Ri = Hi for all 
but a finite set of i, then n {G$ , H’,} and ~ {G$ , Hi) are the same in the 
obvious sense. 
We shall consider the formation of the local direct product of rings. In 
this case, in order that the final product should have a unit element, the 
compact open subgroups are taken as subrings. Thus, suppose {Ai} are 
locally compact rings, and Ri is a subring of A, which is either Ai itself or is 
a compact open subring of Ai (which is the case for all but a finite set of i). 
Then, the local direct product IJ {Ai , Ri} is a locally compact ring (addition 
and multiplication being coordinate-wise) and its unit element is the one 
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having for each coordinate the unit element of the correspondingly indexed 
ring. The coordinate map n {Ai, Ri} -+ Ai is a continuous open ring 
epimorphism. 
To abbreviate our terminology, we shall say of a given family of rings 
A, with subrings R, that the local direct product is defined if each Ai is a 
locally compact ring, each R, is an open subring of Ai and, with possibly a 
finite number of exceptions, the Ri are compact. We shall also use the expres- 
sion “almost all” to mean “on the complement of a finite set.” 
In so far as closed ideals are concerned, the ideal theory of a local direct 
product is determined by the ideal theory of its factors. More precisely, 
we have: 
THEOREM 3.1. Let (Ai], {R,} be a family of rings and subrings for which 
the local direct product A = JJ {Ai , Ri} is de$ned. Let vi be the projection 
from A on Ai . Let, for each i, Ii be a closed left ideal in Ai , and let I be the set 
of all OL E A for which yi(a) E Ii f  or all i. Then I is a closed left ideal in A. 
Proof. That I is a left ideal in A is obvious. Furthermore, I is closed, 
for it is the intersection of all ~J;‘(IJ, while &(Ii) is closed because qi is 
continuous. 
The theorem just proved describes the construction of some closed ideals 
of a local direct product. Actually, as the next theorem shows, this procedure 
yields all closed ideals. 
THEOREM 3.2. The notation is the same as in Theorem 3.1. Let I be a closed 
left ideal in A. Then v,(I) is a closed left ideal in Ai and I consists of all elements 
01 of A for which vi(a) E &I) for every i. 
Proof. Denote by e, that element of A whose j-component is 1 and whose 
i-component is 0 when i # j. Then ej is a central idempotent of A, and, 
furthermore, the ideal generated by ej is closed and is isomorphic (algebraically 
and topologically) with A, through the mapping qj . It follows immediately 
that vi(I) is a closed left ideal of A. 
Denote by I’ the set of all dr E A for which &a) E &I) for every j. Clearly 
I C I’, and we shall show that I is dense in I’. Let (Y E r and let U be a neigh- 
borhood of 0 in A. Then there is a finite set F of indices with the following 
two properties: (1) if i $ F, then &or) E Ri , (2) if /3 E A is such that q@) E Ri 
for i $ F and q&k?) = 0 for i E F, then /3 E U. Now, since 01 E I’, there is for 
every j an element 3/j E I such that cpj(a) = ~~(7~). Set y  = C ejyi , the 
summation being extended over the finite set F. Then, y  is still in I. Further- 
more, /3 = 01 - y  has property (2) above so that #I E U. Thus an arbitrary 
neighborhood of a E I’ meets I, and therefore I is dense in I’. Since I is closed 
we conclude that I and I’ coincide. 
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COROLLARY 3.3. With the same notation as above, A has no proper open 
left ideal if, and only if, this is the case for each A, . The intersection of the closed 
maximal left ideals in A is 0 if, and only af, this is the case for each Ai . 
Proof. Suppose first that A has no proper open left ideal. Since vi is a 
continuous ring epimorphism from A to A, , it follows immediately that Ai 
also has no proper open left ideal. Suppose conversely that each Ai has this 
property, and suppose that I is an open left ideal in A. Because vi is an open 
map, the ideal q+(I) is open in Ai and hence coincides with Ai . Since an 
open ideal is closed, we may apply the above theorem to I and we conclude 
that I = A. 
The second half of the corollary concerning the intersection of closed 
maximal ideals follows immediately from Theorem 3.2. 
The two theorems proved above enable us to settle some semi-simplicity 
questions. 
THEOREM 3.4. With the same notation as above, every closed maximal 
left ideal of A is a direct summand if, and only if, this is the case for each A, . 
Proof. Suppose first that every closed maximal left ideal of A is a direct 
summand. Let M be a closed maximal left ideal in Aj for somej. Now define 
Ii to be M if i = j and to be Ai if i I f  j. Then, 1, the set of all OL E A with 
~~(a) E 4 for every i, is a closed left ideal (by Theorem 3.1) and is obviously 
maximal. Hence by the assumption on A, there is an idempotent e with 
I = Ae. Then, M = Ajq+(e) with vj(e) an idempotent in Ai, which shows 
that M is a direct summand. 
Now assume that each Ai has the property under consideration. Let M 
be a closed maximal left ideal of A, and set Mi = vi(M). According to 
Theorem 3.2, iVli must be a proper ideal in A, for at least one index; say 
Mj # Aj . Then we shall show that M9 is a maximal left ideal in Aj and 
Mi = A, for all i # j. Suppose first that x E Aj with x $ Mj . Define 01 E A 
by vi(a) = x if i = j and vi(a) = 0 if i # j. Then CL # M and hence there is 
a /3 E A with 1 - ,& E M. Applying the map q+ gives 1 - vj(/?)x E Mj , 
which shows that M, is maximal. 
Define the ideal I of A as the set of all 01 E A with the property v3(cy) E Mj 
and without restriction on &a) for i # j. Then I obviously contains M and 
I # A, so that I = M. It follows from Theorem 3.2 that Mi = A( for all 
i#j. 
Now Mj is a direct summand of Aj so that Mje with e an idempotent in A, . 
Define e’ E A by &e’) = e if i = j and yi(e’) = 1 if i # j. Then it is clear 
that e’ is an idempotent and that M = Ae’. Thus M is a direct summand. 
The question whether an arbitrary closed ideal is a direct summand is 
contained in the following. 
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THEOREM 3.5. With the same notation as above, the following two statements 
are equivalent: 
(a) every closed left ideal of A is a direct summand, 
(b) (i) for each index i, every closed left ideal of A, is a direct summand, 
(ii) for almost all i and every closed left ideal Id of Ai, we have: 
(1) Ii = A,(R, n I,), and (2) Ri n Ii is a direct summand of Ri . 
Proof. We start by observing that condition (b) may be expressed in the 
following form: for all i every closed left ideal in Ai is a direct summand, 
and for almost all i, for each idempotent e E A, there is an idempotent e’ E Ri 
such that Aie = Aie’. 
Suppose that for some j we are given a closed left ideal J in A, . Define 
I to be the set of all OL E A such that &a) E J. Then I is a closed left ideal 
in A so that I = Ae with e idempotent. Using the map p5 gives J = Ajpj(e) 
and &e) is idempotent in Aj . Thus, J is a direct summand of A, . To prove 
the second part of (b) assume that it is false. Then there is an infinite set X 
of indices and an idempotent e, E Aj for each j E X which violates the second 
part of (b). Define I to be the set of all a E A such that y,(or) E Aie, for all 
i E X. Then I is a closed left ideal of A so that f  = Af with f an idempotent. 
We have Aiei = A&f) for all i E X, while vi(f) E Ri for almost all i. But 
this violates the assumption on the ei which proves that (a) also implies the 
second half of (b). 
Let I be a closed left ideal in A; set Ii = r&l). Then Ii is a closed left 
ideal in A, and by (b) we have Ii = Aiei with ei idempotent and ei E Ri for 
almost all i. I f  we define f  by vi(f) = ea , then f  is idempotent and, by 
theorem 3.2, f  = Af. 
IV. THE MAIN STRUCTURE THEOREM 
Except for some concluding remarks concerning a special example, this 
section will deal exclusively with commutative rings. 
The nondiscrete locally compact fields are completely determined [ZZ]. 
Such a field is either connected, in which case it is either the field of real or 
complex numbers, or else is totally disconnected. In the latter case if it is of 
characteristic zero, it is an extension of finite degree of a p-adic completion 
of the rationals; or if it is of nonzero characteristic, it is the field of formal 
power series in one parameter with coefficients in a finite field. The connected 
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fields are called Archimedean, the others non-Archimedean. In the latter case, 
the field contains a unique maximal compact open subring, its ring of integers. 
Furthermore, the ring of integers is a discrete rank one valuation ring with 
finite residue class field, and the topology of the field is that which is given 
by the valuation. 
Let Kr , a.., K, be a finite number of fields. Then KI x a.* x K, is a semi- 
simple ring having 2” idempotents which correspond to the various choices 
of O’s or l’s as components. Now suppose each Ki is a non-Archimedean 
field having Ri as ring of integers. We shall always assign to the Cartesian 
product KI x me* x K, the product topology. Then R, x ... x R, is the 
maximal compact open subring. If  R is any compact subring of 
KI x A.. x Kn, then by Theorem 2.6 R is a product of local rings. In view 
of the fact that the idempotents of KI x *** x K, are of the type described 
above, we may conclude that KI x **. x K, = A, x e-0 x A, and 
R = S, x ..a x S,, where each A, is a product of some of the Ki , and 
Sj C Aj is a compact local subring of Aj . Furthermore, if R is also open, then 
the same is the case of each Sj . 
We shall use the word block for a pair A, R where either A is a Cartesian 
product of a finite number of Archimedean fields and R = A, or A is a 
Cartesian product of a finite number of non-Archimedean fields and R is a 
compact open subring of A. We shall refer to the blocks as Archimedean or 
non-Archimedean in these two cases. 
The remainder of this section is devoted to a proof of the following 
structure theorem: 
THEOREM 4.1. Let A be a commutative locally compact ring (with unit 
element) satisfring the folkwing two conditions: 
(1) The intersection of the closed maximal ideals of A is 0 
(2) A has no proper open ideal. 
Then A is a local direct product n {A, , R,}, where A, , R, is a block, at most 
one being Archimedean, the remaining ones being non-Archimedean. Furthermore, 
the non-Arch&dean blocks may be so chosen that R, is a local ring. 
We shall start the proof by reduction to the totally disconnected case. 
Denote by D the connected component of 0 in A. Then D is a closed sub- 
group of A. Since multiplication by an element of A is a continuous mapping 
of A into itself, such a mapping sends the connected set D into itself- Thus 
D is an ideal in A. Viewing D as a locally compact connected group, its 
structure is as follows ([9], Theorem 1, p. 104): D contains a maximal 
compact subgroup C which contains every compact subgroup of D, and 
D/C is a vector space of finite dimension over the reals. I f  x E A, then XD C D, 
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and XC is again a compact group contained in xD, hence also in D. But then 
XC is contained in C, so that C is a compact ideal in A. Since A has no proper 
open ideals, we may apply Proposition 1.2 and conclude that C = 0. Thus 
D is itself a finite dimensional real vector space. 
The fact that A satisfies the semi-simplicity condition (1) above implies 
easily that A has no nonzero nilpotent elements. Thus we may view D as a 
finite dimensional real algebra (possibly without unit element) having no 
nonzero nilpotent elements. It is classical that D has in fact a unit element, 
and that D is a Cartesian product of finitely many copies of the fields of real 
and complex numbers; in other words, D is an Archimedean block. If we 
denote by e the unit element of D, then e = e2 and D = Ae. 
Set A’ = A/D. Then A’ is again a locally compact ring having no proper 
open ideals, and A may be identified, algebraically and topologically, with 
D x A’. Again because e is an idempotent, condition (1) is still valid in A’, 
i.e., the intersection of the closed maximal ideals of A’ is 0. Thus, A’ satisfies 
the hypotheses of the theorem, while A’ is at the same time totally dis- 
connected. Thus we have reduced the proof of the structure theorem to 
the totally disconnected case, and from now on we shall assume that A is 
itself totally disconnected. 
LEMMA 4.2. Let A be a totally disconnected locally compact ring having 
no proper open ideals. Let H be a compact open subgroup of A. Then 
R = {x E A 1 XH C H} is a compact open subring of A. 
Proof. R is obviously a subring (containing I) of A, and by Proposition 
1.1, R is open. 
Clearly AH is an open ideal of A and hence, by the hypothesis, HA = A. 
Therefore, we have 1 = h,a, + **. + h,a, , with hi E H and a, E A. If 
x E R, then 
x= 2 xhpiEHa,+**-+Ha,. 
Since His compact, the same is the case for each Hai and hence also, the sum 
Ha, + **- + Ha, is compact. Thus, R is contained in a compact subspace 
of A, and therefore, being open and hence closed, is also compact. 
Remark. Any totally disconnected locally compact Abelian group has a 
system of neighborhoods of 0 consisting of compact open subgroups ([9], 
p. 56). 
We return to the proof of the main theorem, and from now on we denote 
by R some compact open subring of A. We now apply theorem 2.6, which 
asserts that R = n R, with R, a local ring. The kernel of the map R + R, 
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is generated by an idempotent which we denote bye, . Clearly Ae, n R = Re, . 
We denote by A,, the ring A/Ae, , and we note that R, is a compact open 
subring of A, . Furthermore, A, has no proper open ideals. 
Denote by M,, the set of those closed maximal ideals of A which contain 
In view of the definition of these idempotents e,, it is clear that 
;; *- eA)(l - e,) = 0 if X f  p. It follows immediately that the sets MA 
are disjoint. In the course of the proof of theorem 2.6, we found that the 
ideal generated in R by all the idempotents 1 - e, is everywhere dense. 
If  %R is a closed maximal ideal of A, then XR n R is a closed proper ideal of R 
and hence cannot contain every one of the 1 - e,, . Thus, 1 - e, $!JJl for 
some h, while 0 = eA( 1 - e,). Since %ll is a prime ideal, we find that e, E YJL 
This shows that the sets MA constitute a partition of the set of all closed 
maximal ideals of A. 
Denote by U, the intersection of those closed maximal ideals of A in the 
set MA ; we have U, 3 Ae, . Suppose that x E U,, ; set y  = x(1 - e,). From 
the relation (1 - e,)( 1 - e,) = 0 for p # h, we see that ye, = y, or that 
y  E U, . Thus, y  belongs to every U, (including ~1 = h), and hence y  belongs 
to the intersection of every closed maximal ideal of A. Since the latter ideal 
is 0, we find that y  = 0 or that x = xe, . We have therefore proved that 
UA = Ae, , or that the intersection of the closed maximal ideals of AA is 0. 
At the same time we have proved that nAe, = 0. 
Summarizing part of our conclusions thus far, we have proved that the 
ring A, satisfies the hypotheses of the theorem, and that R, is a compact 
local subring of A,, . We denote by qua the map from A to A, ; vA also maps 
R onto R, . 
I f  x E A set D(x) = {a E R 1 ax E R}. Clearly D(X) is an ideal in R, and is 
open by Proposition 1.1. The isomorphism of R and n R, shows that vA 
maps D(X) onto R, for all but a finite set of h, or which is the same, that 
1 - e, E D(X) for almost all II. According to the definition of D(X), we have 
xD(x) C R, so that from 1 - ed E D(X) we conclude that cpA(x) E R, . Thus we 
see that for each x E A we have ~~(2) E Ii, for almost all h. 
Now nAe, = 0, so that the family of maps {F~} maps A in a one-to-one 
way into the Cartesian product IJ A, . What we have shown above tells us 
that the image of A lies in the local direct product n {A, ; Rh}. This gives 
rise to the commutative diagram: 
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in which the vertical maps are the obvious inclusions. From the fact that R 
is open in A and the manner in which fl (A, ; RA} is topologized, we see 
that the map A -+ n {A, ; R,} is both continuous and open. 
The map A + I”‘I {A, ; R,} is a ring monomorphism which therefore 
gives n {Ah ; R,) the structure of an A-module. Since the image of A in 
n {A, ; R,} is open, we may apply Proposition 1.2 to conclude that A is 
mapped onto n {A, ; RJ. 
We have now arrived at the conclusion that our given ring A has the form 
of a local direct product n {A, ; Rh) where each A, again satisfies the 
hypotheses of the theorem, and in which R, is a compact open local subring 
ofA,. 
From now on we may suppose that the ring A satisfies the hypotheses of 
the theorem, and that R is a compact open local subring of A. (We remind 
the reader that the use of the term “local ring” is not meant to imply that the 
ring is noetherian.) We shall continue to use the notation 
D(x) = {a E R 1 ax E R). 
LEMMA 4.3. Let A be a locally compact ring having no proper open ideals, 
and let R be an open subring of A. If  U is an ideal in R, then U is open ;f, and 
only if, AU = A. 
Proof. If U is an open ideal of A, then AU is an open ideal of A which, 
because of the hypothesis, must be A itself. On the other hand, suppose 
AU = A. Then we have a relation of the form 1 = xia, + --a + x,a,, , with 
x~EA, ai E U. It is obvious that D(q) n ... n D(x,J C U, while 
D(q) n a** n D(x,J is an open ideal in R. Thus U is also open. 
We return to the proof of the theorem. Denote by U any open ideal of R. 
The extension AU must be A itself, and we may write 1 = xiai + ..* + x,a,, 
with xi E A, ai E u[. Denote by U’ the ideal of R generated by a,, e-e, a,. 
Then we have AU’ = A so that, by Lemma 4.3, U’ is also an open ideal in R. 
Because u is compact, and U’ is open, the factor group U/U’ is finite, and 
therefore is certainly a finitely generated R-module. Since U’ is finitely 
generated, it follows that If is finitely generated. Thus we have proved that 
every open ideal of R is finitely generated. 
Denote by M the maximal ideal of R. As we have already seen in Section II, 
M is open. From the fact that M is open we may now infer that M is a finitely 
generated ideal, that AM = A, and hence also that AM” = A, n > 1. 
From the latter we conclude through Lemma 4.3 that M” is open. One more 
observation is needed. Suppose U is an open ideal in R, so that R/U is a 
finite local ring having M/U as maximal ideal. The finiteness of R/U implies 
that (M/u)~ = 0 for some 12 >, 1, and hence that M” C U. Thus we have 
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shown that the topology of R is described by taking the ideals Mn as a funda- 
mental system of neighborhoods of 0, in other words, the given topology of 
R is the same as the local ring topology of R. 
We may now apply a theorem of Cohen (Theorem 3 of [2]; see also theorem 
20 of [5]) to conclude that R is noetherian. With this in mind, the zero ideal 
of R is the intersection pr n ... n pg of the (finitely many) minimal prime 
ideals because A, and hence R, has no nilpotent elements. Now no one of the 
pi can be open. For if p1 say were open, then p1 would contain some power 
of M, in which case pr would coincide with M. But then p1 would be the 
only minimal prime ideal, and hence M would be nilpotent, i.e., M” = 0, 
some n. This is however incompatible with the fact that M”A = A. Thus 
indeed no pi is open. 
LEMMA 4.4. With the same notation as above, let p be a notwpen prime 
ideal in R. Then Ap is a closed prime ideal of A and R n Ap = p. 
Proof. Suppose x E R n Ap. Then x = yrpr + **a + y,$, with yi E A, 
pt E p. The ideal U = D(yr) n **a n D(m) is open and xll C p. Because U 
is open and p is not we have U I# p, and hence the fact that p is a prime 
ideal shows that x E p. Thus, R n Ap = p. Now suppose that x and y are 
in A with xy E Ap. Then D&)x D(y)y C Ap n R = p, so that either 0(x)x C p 
or D(y)y C p. Since D(x) is open, we have AD(x) = A, so that we find that 
either x or y is in Ap. Thus Ap is a prime ideal. Finally, suppose that x is in 
the closure of Ap. If U is any open ideal of R, then x E Ap + U, so that 
D(x)x C Ap + D(x)U C p + U (using the fact that R n Ap = p). Since 
every ideal of R is closed, and since the above relation is valid for every open 
ideal U, we find D(x)x C p, and hence x E Ap. This completes the proof 
of the lemma. 
Now, as above, let p1 , a+*, pg be all the minimal prime ideals of R, so that 
p1 n --- n ps = 0. Let pi = Ap, . We shall show below in Lemma 4.5 
that A/!& is a non-Archimedean field. (In particular, that ‘!& is a maximal 
ideal in A.) Before doing so, we shall show how to complete the theorem 
from this conclusion. Let lllz be any closed maximal ideal of A. Then m n R 
is a prime ideal of R, so that m n R 3 pi for some i. Hence m 1 Ap, = ‘& , 
and therefore from the maximality of !j?, , that !UZ = ‘$ . Thus, ‘$r , .a*, ‘p, 
are all the closed maximal ideals of A. Since the intersection of these ideals is 
0, it follows that A is the same as the Cartesian product of the fields 
Al%, -a-, 4% and hence that A, R is a non-Archimedean block. 
LEMMA 4.5. Let A be a locally compact integral domain having no proper 
open idea& and let R be a compact open local subring of A. Then A is the quotient 
$eld R, and the integral closure of R is a discrete ranh one valuation ring having 
a $nite residue class field, 
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Proof. If x E A, the ideal D( x is open in R and hence is nonzero. (Other- ) 
wise R and hence also A is discrete, violating the hypothesis that A has no 
proper open ideals.) Hence each element of A may be expressed as a quotient 
of elements of R; namely, A is contained in the quotient field of R. We have 
already seen above that R is a complete (noetherian) local ring, and is a domain 
in the present case. By a theorem of Nagata [IO], the integral closure of R 
in its quotient field is a finitely generated R-module. Denote by R’ the 
integral closure of R in A, so that R’ is again a finitely generated R-module. 
Since R is compact, the same is true of R’, and of course R’ is still open 
(since it contains R). Thus, we may discard R in favor of R’, and we shall 
assume instead that R is integrally closed in A. 
As before, let M be the maximal ideal of R. Denote, as usual, by M-l 
the set of x in the quotient field of R which have the property xM C R. 
Then, M-lM is an ideal of R which contains M. Thus either M-lM = R or 
M-XM = M. In the first case, M is an invertible ideal and therefore, because 
R is a local ring, M is a principal ideal. We shall return to this case after we 
show that M-lM = M is impossible. 
We have AM” = A, so that if x is in the quotient field of R and xMn C Mn, 
then x E A. In particular, if M-lM = M, then each element x of M-1 is in A 
and maps a finitely generated R-module (i.e., M) into itself. Such x is there- 
fore integral over R and is therefore in R, since R is integrally closed in A. 
Hence we see that the relation M-lM = M implies the relation M-l = R. 
Now suppose that x E (Mn)-l, i.e., xMn C R. Then xM”-lM C R or 
xM+l C M-1 = R. We see from this that (M”)-l = R for every n. 
Let x be any element of A. The ideal D(X) is open and therefore contains 
a power Mn of the maximal ideal. Since xD(x) C R, this shows that x E (M”)-l 
or that x E A. Hence, the relation M-lM = R implies that R = A, which is 
impossible, since A has no proper open ideals and M is open in R. 
We have therefore concluded that M is a principal ideal. From this we 
see that R is a discrete rank one valuation ring. Finally, every element x in 
the quotient field of R has the property xMn C R for some n. As above, 
1 E AM” and xM” C R yields the conclusion x E A. Thus A is the entire 
quotient field of R and the proof of the lemma, as well as of the theorem, is 
completed. 
COROLLARY 4.6. If A is a commutative ring satisfying the hypotheses of 
theorem 4.1, then the units of A are everywhere dense. 
Proof. The assertion follows easily from the structure of A as a local 
direct product and the observation that in each block the units are everywhere 
dense. 
Continuing the study of rings which satisfy the hypotheses of theorem 4.1, 
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we turn our attention to the structure of the locally compact modules over such 
a ring. As we shall shortly see, such modules are also local direct products. 
THEOREM 4.7. Let A be a ring satisjying the hypotheses of theorem 4.1 and 
let L be a locally compact A-module. Then A is a local direct product n {A, ; R,} 
and L is a local direct product n (L, ; CJ, where L, is an A,-module under 
which C, is an R,-module. 
Let D be the connected component of 0 in A. As in the proof of theorem 
4.1, D = Ae with e = e2 and A is isomorphic to D x AID, D being the 
Archimedean block of A. Let A be the connected component of 0 in L. I f  
x EL, then Dx is connected, being the continuous image of D. Hence Dx C A 
for all x EL, and therefore eL = DL CA. In the same way we find that A is 
an A-submodule of L. Now, A/eL is a connected A-module which is annihi- 
lated by D, so that AjeL is a module over the ring AID. As we have seen in the 
course of the proof of theorem 4.1, the maximal compact subgroup of A/eL 
is also a module over A/D which must be 0, since AID has no proper open 
ideals. Hence A/eL has no nonzero compact subgroups. However, since 
A/D is totally disconnected, it has a compact open subring R which contains 1. 
If  x E AleL, then Rx is compact and hence Rx = 0. Thus A/eL = 0 and 
A = eL. The decomposition L = eL + (1 - e)L = A + (1 - e)L is com- 
patible with the decomposition A = D x AID, and we are reduced to deter- 
mining the structure of the totally disconnected module (1 - e)L over the 
totally disconnected ring A/D. 
From now on we shall assume that both L and A are totally disconnected. 
We let R be a compact open subring of A and C a compact open subgroup of 
L. Set R’ = {x E R / XC C C}. By Proposition 1.1, R’ is open. Furthermore, 
it is obvious that R’ is a subring of R. Thus, replacing R by R’ we may assume 
that C is an R-submodule of L. 
Using the notation of the proof of theorem 4.1, we decompose R as a 
product of local rings n R, . The kernel of the projection R -+ R, has the 
form Re, with e, = e,,a and setting A, = A/Ae, , then A,, R, is a block 
with A isomorphic to n {A, , R,}. 
Set L, = LIe,L and C, = CIe,C. Clearly e,C = C n e,,L and C, is a 
compact open subgroup of L, while L, is an AA-module with CA an Rl- 
submodule. The fact that R = n R, implies that the image of C in n C, 
is everywhere dense. However, C is compact so that the image is closed, 
whence C maps onto n C, . The kernel of that map is clearly 0. 
If  x EL set N(x) = (a E R / ax E C}. Then N(x) is an open ideal in R, 
so that 1 - e, E N(x) for almost all h. For each /\ with 1 - e, E N(x), the 
image of x in L, lies in C, . Hence, mapping L into lJ L, , the image of L 
lies in the local direct product n {L, ; C,}. The kernel of the map 
L -+ n {L, ; C,} is obviously 0. 
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Because C is open in L and because of the form of the topology of 
n {Ld ; C,}, the map from L into n (L, ; CJ is both continuous and open. 
Since A has no proper open ideals, it follows that the map from L to 
n {L, ; C,} must map L onto n {L, ; C,} and the proof of the theorem is 
completed. 
We should remark that L, has an especially simple structure as a module 
over the ring A,, . Namely, An is a finite Cartesian product Kr x ... x K, 
of nondiscrete locally compact fields. L, splits accordingly as V, x ... x V, , 
where Vi is a locally compact vector space over Ki , and hence Vi is finite 
dimensional. In particular, L, is a finitely generated AA-module. 
We close this section with some remarks concerning a possible noncom- 
mutative analogue of theorem 4.1. If A is a locahy compact ring, possibly 
noncommutative, one might consider in place of the hypotheses of theorem 
4.1 the conditions that the intersection of the closed maximal left (and right) 
ideals of A is 0, and that A has no proper left (nor right) ideals. One might 
then attempt to show that A is a local direct product of rings of a similar 
nature but of a simpler structure. The first question to be solved is therefore 
the nature of the blocks of such a hypothetical decomposition. If it should 
happen that the ring A has no nontrivial closed two-sided ideals, then A 
cannot be expressed as a local direct product; it is itself a block. We shall 
briefly describe an example which will show that the blocks can be far more 
complicated than in the commutative case. The example is a variant of one 
given by Kaplansky ([6], p. 458). 
Before giving the construction we list some of the properties possessed 
by the ring. A is a locally compact ring having no proper open left nor right 
ideals and no nontrivial closed two-sided ideals. The intersection of all 
closed maximal left ideals is 0 (the same for the right ideals). A has a faithful 
simple module. The center of A is a finite field and A is infinite dimensional 
over its center. Finally, the units of A are not everywhere dense. 
We shall describe the construction of the example, leaving all verifications 
to the reader. Let k be a finite field, let K be the field of formal power series 
in one variable over K, let o be the ring of integers of K and f the maximal 
ideal of D. We shall use the notation fi also for negative values of i as the 
obvious fractional ideal. Considering K as a locally compact vector space 
over K, let R be the set of continuous K-linear endomorphisms f of K with 
the property f(v) C fi for all i. R is topologized by the compact-open topology 
under which R is a compact ring. We define A to be the set of all continuous 
K-linear endomorphisms f of K with the property f(p) C f” for almost all i. 
Then A is a ring containing R as a subring. Now A is topologized by taking 
as a fundamental system of neighborhoods of 0 the neighborhoods of 
0 in R. 
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V. A CHARACTERIZATION OF ADBLES 
For brevity we shall use the expression “K is a number field” to mean 
either that K is an algebraic number field or else that K is a field of algebraic 
functions of dimension one with a finite field of constants. If  K is a number 
field we denote by A, the ring of addles of K, the local direct product of all 
completions of K. By the remarks in SectionIII, A, is locally compact 
having no proper open ideals, and is such that the intersection of its closed 
maximal ideals is 0. Also, by theorem 3.5 the closed ideals of A, are direct 
summands, and therefore the closed prime ideals are maximal. 
A, has an additional structure of particular interest at this point, namely 
K is imbedded as a subfield of A, (the mapping being the obvious diagonal 
map)- 
THEOREM 5.1. Let K be a number field and let B be a commutative ring 
satisfying the hypothkes of theorem 4.1. Assume that there is an injection of K 
into B. Then there is a unique continuous ring homomorphism from A, to B 





Proof. We denote by j the given injection of K into B. We shall prove 
the uniqueness first, this being relatively simple. Suppose then that f and g 
are continuous ring homomorphisms from A,to B such thatf(x) = g(x) = j(x) 
for x E K. Let !VI be a closed maximal ideal of B. Then p = f-‘(W) is a closed 
prime ideal of A, which is therefore maximal. Furthermore, the locally 
compact field AK/p is a subfield of the locally compact field B/%X. The com- 
position of j with the projection of B onto B/%X defines on K the same mapping 
as the projection of A, to AK/p. Hence, the valuation defined on K by its 
imbedding into B/W is the same as that defined by its imbedding into AK/p. 
This determines p because the closed maximal ideals of A, are in 1 - 1 
correspondence with the valuations of K. Thus we see that the ideal 
p = f-l(m) depends only on !JR not on f, and hence g-l(%) is also equal to 
p. Since f and g coincide on K, we see that the map f - g sends K + p into 
‘%II. However, K + p is everywhere dense in A, so that f - g sends all of A, 
into !UI. But the intersection of all closed maximal ideals of B is 0, and so 
we find that f - g maps A, into 0, or in other words .f = g. 
In order to prove the existence of the required map from A, to B we use 
the structure theorem, theorem 4.1, on B. We have B = n {B, , R,}. 
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Denote by jn the composition of j and the projection from B to B, . Then 
j, maps K into B, and for each x E K, jA(x) E R, for almost all h. 
We introduce a subring o of K as follows: if K is an algebraic number 
field, we let o stand for the ring of integers of K, and let wr , ***, w, be an 
integral basis of K (namely, o is the Z-module generated by wr , ..., w,). 
If K is a field of algebraic functions with finite constant field k, we first 
choose x E K so that K is algebraic and separable over k(x), and denote by o 
the integral closure of k[x] in K. Again o is a finitely generated k[x]-module; 
let w1 , *a*, We be generators of this module. In either case, o is a Dedekind 
domain having K as quotient field. 
Now there is a finite set F of indices X such that for h $ F we havejA(wi) E R, 
all i, as well as j,,(x) E R, in the second case above. Hence, in either case for 
A $ F we have i(o) C R, . At the same time, we may assume that if h $F 
then B, is non-Archimedean. Since the ring R, is a local ring with a finite 
residue class field, it is impossible for j,(K) to lie entirely in the ring R, . 
Now set, for h 6 F, Ok = j-l(RJ. Then o* is a proper subring of the field K 
which contains the Dedekind domain o, and hence Ok is also a Dedekind 
domain. Furthermore, because R, is a local ring, the same is true of Ok . But a 
local Dedekind domain is a valuation ring. Thus, {Ok} is a family of valuation 
rings having the following property: if y E K, then y E Ok for almost all h. 
It follows from this last property that any one of the rings o* occurs in the 
indexed family {o,J finitely often. 
The ring B may now be decomposed in a different way as follows: 
where each Ki is a locally compact field, there being only a finite number of 
these fields. For an index i we denote by ji the composition of j with the 
projection of B onto Kf . 
If v is a valuation of K, we associate to v the set of h $ F such that Ok is the 
valuation ring of v together with the set of i for which Kj induces on j,(K) 
the valuation v. The set of all such indices is finite. Also let B, be the Cartesian 
product of the B, and Ki for these indices h and i (if the set of such indices 
is nonempty). If K, is the completion of K with respect to v, then there is a 
diagonal mapping y,, of K, into B, if B, has been defined, otherwise let 
vV be 0. The collection of mappings {vu} now defines a mapfi A, + B with 
the desired properties. 
Remark. As an immediate consequence of the uniqueness assertion in 
theorem 5.1 we find that the only automorphism of A, which leaves the 
elements of K fixed is the identity. 
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VI. DUALITY 
Let {A,}, {R,} be a family of Abelian groups and subgroups for which 
the local direct product A = IJ (A, , R,} is defined. The character group of 
A is easily described. It is also a local direct product JJ {A ,^ , R,*}, where 
a, is the character group of A,, and R,* is the annihilator of R, in A, when 
RA is a compact open subgroup of A,, otherwise R,* is A, itself. 
I f  the A,, are rings and R, subrings, we mean by A the character group 
of the additive group of A. In this case A is a two-sided A-module. We 
consider the question of the self-duality of A which we shall understand 
to mean that A, as a left A-module, is free of rank one. To facilitate the 
description of a criterion of sef-duality of A, we introduce the following 
definition. If  B is a locally compact ring and R is a compact open subring 
of B, we shall say that the pair (8, R*) is a free (B, R)-module of rank one 
if 8 is a free left B-module of rank one, and a generator $J E fi can be chosen 
so that in addition to B = B#I we have R* = R& In other words, there is a 
character $ E & such that the map 01-j a$ is an isomorphism of B on & and 
at the same time CX# annihilates R if, and only if, 01 is in R. (We recall that 
CYZ,/J is that character of B which assigns to p E B the value I&%).) 
THEOREM 6.1. If  A is a local direct product n {A, , R,} of rings, then A 
is self-dual if and only if each A, is self-dual and (A, R,*) is a free (A, , RJ- 
module of rank one for almost all h. 
Proof. Assume first that A is a free A-module of rank one with 4 a gen- 
erator. Then 4 is an element of I-J {A,, , R,*}, with components #A . Further- 
more, there is a finite set F of indices such that for any X #F we have R, 
is a compact open subring of A, and #,, E R,*. 
Let TV be an index, and let y  be any element of AI1 . We define a character 
v’ of A by v’(a) = ~(cx&, where OI,, is the p-component of LY E A. Then there 
is a uniquely determined p E A such that ‘p’ = /3+ and it is clear that v  = fi,$,, . 
It follows from this that 8, is a free A,-module of rank one having #,, as 
free generator. 
We denote by B the local direct product of the A, with respect to R, , 
where X ranges over the complement of F. Then, B is still a free B-module 
of rank one having as free generator the element of s defined by 4 (i.e., the 
result of suppressing in 4 those components whose indices lie in F). Thus 
we may and shall assume that each R, is a compact open subring of A, and 
that #,, E R,* for every h. 
Set R = n R, , so that R is a compact open subring of A. The annihilator 
R* of R is simply lJ R,* and R* clearly contains RI/I. Since IX-+ M/I is an 
isomorphism of A on A, the image of R, namely R#, is a compact open 
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subgroup of A ,^ from which we see that R,* = R,#, for almost all h. Thus 
(A, , R,*) is a free (A, , R,)-module for almost all h. 
Conversely, assume that A^1 = A,lbA for all X, with R,* = R,$, for almost 
all h. If we define 4 as that element of A^  which has these +A as components, 
then it is simple to verify that the mapping 01-+ CU+G establishes an isomorphism 
between A and A. 
We now turn our attention to the class of rings considered in Section IV. 
Here A is a local direct product of blocks A, , R, . The self-duality of the ring 
A, is simple, for A, is the Cartesian product of a finite number of locally 
compact (nondiscrete) fields, and it is well known that such a field is self- 
dual. (For the convenience of the reader we recall the construction of a 
fundamental character of a non-Archimedean field. For the field of p-adic 
rational numbers we set #,(a) = exp(2Gu), where a is a rational number 
whose denominator is a power of p and such that OL - a is a p-adic integer. 
For a finite algebraic extension K of Q, we set #(a) = &,(SpK,o (a)). If 
K = k((X)) is the field of formal power series with a finite field of coet?icients, 
we set $(a) = &,(a), w h ere a is the coefficient of X-l in o( and &, is any 
fixed nontrivial character of the additive group of the finite field K.) Further- 
more, if o is the ring of integers of K, then (R, o*) is a free (K, o)-module. 
The question of the self-duality of the ring A is thus reduced to the con- 
sideration of the annihilator of RA , where (A, , R,) is a non-Archimedean 
block, and we may suppose, by theorem 4.1, that R, is a local ring. Thus, 
dropping the subscript h, we are concerned with the following situation: 
A = Kl x .a. x K, is the Cartesian product of non-Archimedean fields, 
and R is a compact open local subring of A. We denote by oi the ring of 
integers in Ki and by o the product or x **. x o, . Clearly o contains R. 
Set f = (a E o 1 010 C R}. Then f is an open ideal in both R and o; f is called 
the conductor of o with respect to R. Clearly R/f is a subring of o/f, and both 
these rings are finite. In case R and o coincide (which can only happen when 
n = I), the conductor f is not a proper ideal and o/f is the zero ring. In order 
to avoid this trivial situation, we shall assume from now on that R is a proper 
subring of o. 
PROPOSITION 6.2. With the same notation as above, (A, R*) is a free 
(A, R)-moduZe of rank one ;f, and only if, ((o/f)“, (R/f)*) is a free (o/f, R/f)- 
module of rank one. 
Proof. Since f is an ideal in o = or x a** x o, it has the form I1 x **. x 1, 
with f, an ideal in oi . Furthermore, because f is open, each fi is open in oi 
and because f is also an ideal in the local ring R, no fi can coincide with oi . 
If we denote by pi the ideal of non-units of oi , then fi = p:’ with hi 3 1. 
Let & E & be chosen such that &(oix) = 1 if, and only if, x E oi . Let wi 
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be a generator of the ideal ne , and set pz = v;~*#~ . Then, vi(oix) = I if, 
and only if, x E fi and v,(f,x) = 1 if, and only if, x E oi . Now define 9 E A 
by dxl 3 **a, x,J = n g)%(x,), where X, E KS . Set a = (a E A ] I = I>. 
Then from the foregoing relations we have f C a C o, and a is an R-submodule 
of o. Furthermore, it is clear that A is the free A-module having 9 as generator, 
and that R* is isomorphic to a. 
Let 7,~ E A be the element having the component ri in the ith place and 
component 1 in all other places. Then on, is a maximal ideal of o and each 
maximal ideal of o has that form. From the definition of f, the ideal n-lf of o 
is not contained in R. Hence there is a character of o trivial on R but not 
trivial on Qf. In other words, there is an element (Y E A such that CJJ(R~) = 1 
and cp(T;+z) f 1. For this element LY we have 01 E a and OL 6 ~$0. Thus, a is 
not contained in any maximal ideal of o. 
Suppose now that (A^, R*) is a free (A, R)-module. Then, there is an 
element # E A with A^ = A# and R* = R#. Since v also generates A, we 
have # = & with /3 a unit in A. Now, R* = aq; the equality R* = RI,!J 
leads therefore to the conclusion that a = R/l. Since a is not contained in 
any maximal ideal of o, it follows that /3 is also not contained in any maximal 
ideal of o, and hence /I is a unit in o. Since v is trivial on f, it defines a character 
r$ of o/f, and the fact that a = R/3 with j3 a unit of o implies immediately 
that ((o/f)^, (R/f)*) is a free (o/f, R/f)-module generated by p. 
Suppose now that ((o/f)^, (R/f)*) is a free (o/f, R/f)-module of rank one 
generated by a character 4. Then $ defines a character of o which is of the 
form yv, with y E o because # is trivial on f. Here we find a = Ry, and again y 
is a unit in o (because a is not contained in any maximal ideal of 0). Hence 
R* is a free R-module having yv as generator, while at the same time 
A = Aycp. Thus, (A, R*) is a free (A, R)-module of rank one. 
COROLLARY 6.3. With the same notation as above, ;f (,sf, R*) is a free 
(A, R)-module of rank one, then the number of elements in R/f is equal to the 
index of R/f in o/f. Conversely, when n is 1 07 2 this condition is also suficient. 
Proof. If ((o/f)“, (R/f)*) is a free (o/f, R/f)-module of rank one, then 
(R/f)* has the same number of elements as R/f. On the other hand, (R/f)* is 
the character group of o/f/R/f and hence the order of (R/f)* coincides with 
the index [o/f : R/f]. 
From the fact that a is not contained in any maximal ideal of o, it follows 
that a/f is not contained in any maximal ideal of o/f. If n is 1 or 2, we conclude 
immediately that a/f contains a unit h of o/f. Since a/f is isomorphic to (R/f)*, 
the equality [R/f : 0] = [o/f : R/fl implies that a/f and R/f have the same 
number of elements. Consequently, a/f coincides with the submodule 
R/f A, and therefore ((o/f)^, (R/f)*) is a free (o/f, R/f)-module. 
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